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INTERNATIONAL NEWS

PCF BLASTS GISCARD AS KISSINGER AGENT

NOV. 22 (IPS)—IN AN ADDRESS TO 8,000 FRENCH WORKERS IN Tarbes, French Communist Party (PCF) Secretary General Georges Marchais attacked the policies of French President Giscard d'Estaing, accusing him of carrying out the directives of U.S. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, by accelerating the international arms race and making France one of the champions of international arms trade.

Today's L'Humanite, newspaper of the PCF, further documents Giscard's role as a de-facto agent of Kissinger's National Security Council by pointing out his role in provoking a Vietnam-style showdown in Angola through French gunrunning to and defense of the CIA-run FNLA and UNITA. Both so-called liberation movements are attempting to destroy the legitimate Angola government, using French, U.S. and Chinese weapons to trigger a bloodbath.

KISSINGER'S OFFICE, NSC, DEFENSE DEPT. STONEMALL ON U.S. INTERVENTION IN ANGOLA

NOV. 22 (IPS)—SPOKESMEN FOR THE OFFICES OF SECRETARY OF STATE Henry Kissinger, the National Security Council, and Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld refused to comment on reports emanating from sources close to Kissinger that the U.S. would intervene directly in Angola should the Soviet Union give its full support to the People's Republic of Angola.

STATE DEPT. REFUSES TO RULE OUT ARMED U.S. INTERVENTION INTO ANGOLA

NOV. 22 (IPS)—A STATE DEPARTMENT SPOKESMAN CONTACTED BY IPS YESTERDAY REFUSED TO RULE OUT THE POSSIBILITY OF A DIRECT ARMED INTERVENTION IN TO ANGOLA BY THE U.S. GOVERNMENT.

BELGIUM RECOGNIZES PEOPLES REPUBLIC OF ANGOLA

NOV. 22 (IPS)—THE BELGIAN GOVERNMENT HAS EXTENDED RECOGNITION TO THE PEOPLES REPUBLIC OF ANGOLA, ACCORDING TO THE NOV. 20 EAST GERMAN DAILY, NEUES DEUTSCHLAND.

Observers noted that the action by the Belgian government breaks what appears to have been a coordinated policy on the part of members of the European Economic Community (EEC, the Common Market) on withholding recognition of the pro-Soviet Popular
MOVEMENT (MPLA) AS THE GOVERNMENT OF ANGOLA. THIRTY-SIX GOVERNMENTS HAVE NOW RECOGNIZED THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF ANGOLA, INCLUDING THE ENTIRE EAST BLOC AND 15 AFRICAN GOVERNMENTS.

INDIA PRO-DEVELOPMENT FORCES ON ALERT AGAINST DESTABILIZATION

NOV. 22 (IPS)—IN AN UNPRECEDENTED POLICY STATEMENT, THE LEFT WING INDIAN DAILY, THE PATRIOT, LAST WEEK, ACCUSED CHINA AND THE U.S. OF HAVING ENCOURAGED PAKISTAN INTO AT LEAST TWO PROVOCATIONS AGAINST INDIA AND INDICATED THAT THE INDIAN GOVERNMENT IS PREPARED TO HANDLE SIMILAR CIA BACKED DESTABILIZATION ATTEMPTS AGAINST PRO-DEVELOPMENT FORCES ON THE SUBCONTINENT.

"THE PEACE LOVING PEOPLE OF INDIA DO NOT WANT AND WILL NOT ALLOW THEIR GOVERNMENT TO INTERFERE IN THE INTERNAL AFFAIRS OF A NEIGHBORING COUNTRY," THE PATRIOT WRITES. "THIS DOES NOT MEAN THAT THEY HAVE FORGOTTEN RECENT HISTORY. CONGRUENT CONSPIRACIES CONDUCTED BY FOREIGN POWERS ENCOURAGED PAKISTAN TO COMMIT AGGRESSION SEVERAL TIMES AGAINST INDIA DESPITE A "NO WAR PACT." THE INDIAN PEOPLE WILL NOT PERMIT THE COUNTRY TO BE INDIFFERENT TO DANGEROUS DEVELOPMENTS IN ANY PART OF SUBCONTINENT BEYOND A CERTAIN POINT OF PATIENCE."

OUTLINING THE DEVELOPMENTS IN BANGLADESH OVER THE PAST THREE WEEKS, WHICH HAVE INCLUDED A COUP AND CIA DIRECTED COUNTERCOUP, THE PATRIOT INDICATES THAT "THE EXPLANATIONS BY AUTHORITIES CONCERNED ARE EXTREMELY INADEQUATE AND UNSATISFACTORY." THE INDIAN ARMY HAS INTERVENED IN BANGLADESH IN THE PAST BECAUSE THE "PEOPLE OF BANGLADESH DEMANDED IT", THE PATRIOT WARNS. "OUR PROBLEM DURING THE BENGALI WAR OF INDEPENDENCE (IN 1971) WAS THE MANAGEMENT OF THE FLOOD OF REFUGEES OF A SIZE UNPRECEDENTED IN HISTORY... OUR FORCES WENT IN WHEN THIS BECAME UNCONTROLLABLE AND PATRIOTIC PEOPLE OF BANGLADESH DEMANDED MILITARY HELP. OUR MEN RETURNED WHEN SHEIKH MUJIBUR (THE BENGALI LEADER WHO WAS ASSASSINATED IN A CIA COUP IN AUGUST) SAID THEY WERE NOT NECESSARY ANYMORE..."

"THESE ARE RECENT HAPPENINGS," THE PATRIOT WRITES. "NONE OF THEM SHOULD BE ALLOWED TO BE REPEATED, WHOEVER IS IN POWER IN DACCA (THE BANGLADESH CAPITAL). THAT MUCH THE PEOPLE OF INDIA DEMAND."

MOYNIHYAN A "WYATT EARP," SAYS BRITISH AMBASSADOR

NOV. 22 (IPS)—DANIEL MOYNIHYAN, THE UNITED STATES AMBASSADOR TO THE UNITED NATIONS, IS LIKE "WYATT EARP LOOKING FOR SHOOTOUTS IN THE O.K. CORRAL, AND SAVANAROLA PREACHING RETRIBUTION AND REVENGE", SAYS BRITAIN’S AMBASSADOR TO THE UNITED NATIONS.

THE AMBASSADOR, IVOR RICHARD, ALSO COMPARED MOYNIHYAN TO "KING LEAR RAGING AMID THE STORM THAT, ‘I SHALL DO SUCH THINGS—WHAT THEY ARE I KNOW NOT, BUT THEY SHALL BE THE TERRORS OF THE EARTH.’"
RICHARD DID NOT MENTION MOYNIHAN BY NAME, BUT A BRITISH PRESS OFFICER HANDED MOYNIHAN A COPY OF THE SPEECH ON THE STEPS OF THE UN BUILDING. MOYNIHAN ACKNOWLEDGED THAT HE WAS THE TARGET OF THE

RICHARD SPOKE BEFORE A MEETING OF THE DIRECTORS OF THE UN ASSOCIATION IN THE U.S. AND RECEIVED A STANDING OVATION, ACCORDING TO THE NOV. 20 WASHINGTON POST. THE POST SAYS THAT RICHARD'S SPEECH "REFLECTS A WIDESPREAD UNDERCURRENT OF DISSATISFACTION WITH MOYNIHAN'S PERFORMANCE AMONG HIS WESTERN COLLEAGUES."
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